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Forbes reported a 67% increase in "friendly fraud" 
("Did Not Receive" refund claims) between October 
2019 and October 2020. Another study from late 2020 
found that more than 1/3 of US and UK shoppers 
admitted to committing "friendly fraud", up from 8% at 
the start of 2020.

Plus, online payment fraud and chargebacks cost 
e-tailers an additional 1.8% of revenue. All these losses 
are borne by conscientious buyers through the 
increased price of the goods. 

$Bn 

The growth of the return deliveries

"Friendly 
fraud",
"Wardrobing",
and return
abuse is a
$24bn/y
problem

The burst of online commerce has created a new problem - a 
huge number of returns and an increase in the level of abuse 
and fraud by buyers.

For example, on Amazon, the percentage of returns is 
10-15%, and in the categories of clothing and electronics - 
up to 44%.



Problem 
descriptionAnd there's something unfair here: the 

buyer sees the rating and background 
of the seller, but the seller usually 
does not have the opportunity to verify 
the buyer and build the pre-sale 
interaction correctly. 



There are systems that prevent payment 
fraud, as well as systems that identify the 
buyer by indirect signs (IP address, 
metadata) and store the data, but the 
sellers may rely only on their own data in 
this case.

Existing problem management: 



 Credenza 
- is a crowdsourcing 
● data analytics and 
● fraud prevention platform where sellers may store and get 

depersonalized customer data. 

Accumulated data on successful and unsuccessful transactions on different 
marketplaces form the buyer rating available for the sellers. 
Having detailed information, a seller can improve efficiency when the order 
arrives, e.g.: offer advice to an unsure buyer, send a sample for review to a 
conscientious customer, and find some legitimate solution for the probable 
abuser.



- What about numerous personal data restrictions? 

And another thing - while there are millions of e-commerce shops and Amazon 

sellers, there are way more buyers - billions. 

- How to store and retrieve this really huge amount of data?

You may ask: 



 Personal data issue

To comply with regulatory requirements on personal 

data use, we have developed a system that identifies the 

buyer based on accurate delivery data (name, address, 

phone, etc.), but this data never leaves the seller's PC. 

The common database stores only digital fingerprints 
and related data of interactions with buyers. Requesting 

them, the seller can make an informed decision on the 

client.



Our know-how allows you to write and query millions of non-indexed records 

rapidly, still maintaining ACID, thanks to the original database of tree-like 

architecture.

Big data processing



The cost of a monthly subscription to our service (€9.9 for Basic, €25 for Enterprise, and €50 for Premium plan) looks reasonable 
compared to average sales (and losses from fraud).
Premium plan users, who have a significant amount of sales, will get the additional opportunity to purchase special software that 
generates separate ratings and recommendations for both their own (local) and common (crowdsourced) data.

Prices
Basic Enterprise Premium

Price €9.9 €25 €50

Basic features ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

Packet upload ⭐ ⭐

Batch request ⭐ ⭐

Local client base ⭐



👆 screenshot of the prototype
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